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Invariant responding among individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is 

problematic and can be pervasive across all areas of development.  Individuals with ASD 

demonstrate difficulty communicating wants and needs and often engage in challenging 

behavior in order to get needs met.  Functional communication training (FCT) is one 

approach for mediating challenging behavior by teaching individuals a communicative 

response that is functionally equivalent to the demonstrated challenging behavior.  

However, individuals are often taught a single communicative response (e.g., vocal 

approximations) that may be unintelligible to the naïve listener and challenging behavior 

may resurge as a result of a communication breakdown.  Recently, the evaluation of lag 

schedules of reinforcement has shown that it is possible to reinforce operant variability 

during instruction.  Increasing communicative variability for individuals with ASD may 

decrease the likelihood of resurgence of challenging behavior by providing a broader 
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repertoire of socially appropriate communicative responses that contacted reinforcement 

through the use of a lag schedule of reinforcement. 

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effect a lag schedule of 

reinforcement on communicative variability in three individuals with ASD.  In this study, 

communication was reinforced on either a Lag 0 (or FR1 concurrent) schedule of 

reinforcement, or a Lag 1 (e.g., responses contacted reinforcement only if the response 

differed from the previous communicative response).  Functional analyses were 

conducted for each participant to determine variables maintaining challenging behavior, 

all participants were given a mand topography assessment to evaluate mand topography 

proficiency, and a lag schedule evaluation was conducted.  Results showed that 

increasing the lag schedule of reinforcement from Lag 0 to Lag 1 increased 

communicative mand topographies for all participants.  Results further showed a 

significant reduction in challenging behavior as compared to baseline conditions 

contingent on implementation of the FCT package.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Invariant, repetitive responding is a core characteristic of autism (DSM IV-TR, 

1994).  However, response variability is essential to success in dynamic environments 

(Skinner, 1953).  Individuals with autism not only demonstrate invariant responding, but 

also often lack the communicative repertoire necessary to efficiently communicate with 

others (Carr & Durand, 1985).  These core deficits impact all developmental domains and 

without intensive intervention individuals often engage in severe challenging behaviors in 

order to communicate (Carr, 1977; Carr & Durand, 1985).   These behaviors often 

emerge during early childhood and remain present across the lifespan (Lancioni et al., 

1999).  Functional communication training (FCT) has been a widely accepted 

intervention strategy since its introduction in 1985 by Carr and Durand.  To better 

understand the treatment of invariant responding several technologies have emerged 

including: extinction induced variability, generalization training, and more recently in the 

applied literature, lag schedules of reinforcement.   

 Commonly, FCT is used to advance communicative responding from pre-

linguistic topographies to more socially appropriate topographies (Keen, Sigafoos & 

Woodyatt, 2001).  During FCT, an individual is systematically taught a functionally 

equivalent mand topography to replace inadvertently shaped problematic topographies 

(e.g., challenging behavior; Carr & Durand, 1985).  Studies evaluating FCT have 

demonstrated positive results across diverse populations of individuals with 

developmental disabilities (Carr & Durand, 1985; Shirley et al., 1997; Mancil, 2006), 

across diverse settings (Tiger et al.,  2008; Fisher, Kuhn, & Thompson, 1998; Kemp & 
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Carr, 1995), and across functions of behavior (Kemp & Carr, 1995; Kurtz et al.  2003).  

FCT differs from other forms of communication training in that the individual is taught a 

mand topography to replace challenging behavior (or other pre-linguistic behaviors such 

as pulling caregivers to preferred items) that belongs to the same functional response 

class (Tiger et al., 2008).   

 Although studies have shown that FCT effectively reduces challenging behavior 

(Carr & Durand, 1985; Bowman et al., 1998; Halle, Ostrosky, & Hemmeter, 2006; Davis 

et al., 2009; Volkert et al., 2009; Falcomata, Roane, & Muething, 2012) few studies have 

looked at how replacement mand topographies are chosen (Schieltz et al., 2010).  Tiger et 

al., (2008) stated that several important variables should be taken into consideration 

regarding selection of mand topographies.  For example, as demonstrated by Horner and 

Day (1991), response effort affected response allocation for use of one mand topography 

over another.  When the response effort to communicate is greater than the effort required 

to engage in challenging behavior, it is more likely that an individual will engage in 

challenging behavior to communicate instead of the targeted mand topography (Horner & 

Day, 1991).  Tiger et al., (2008) also stated that the mand topography chosen should be 

socially recognizable.  When selecting a mand topography, it is important to consider the 

listening audience so that the communicative response accesses its intended purpose.   

Also of importance when designing interventions to increase communication is 

the individuals’ preference for communicative modality.  Studies have shown that when 

presented with an option to do so, individuals with developmental disabilities tend to 

demonstrate preferences for particular communicative modalities (Sigafoos, O’Reilly, 
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Ganz, Lancioni & Schlosser, 2005).  For example, when preference assessments for 

assistive technology devices were conducted, clear preferences emerged (Sigafoos et al.,  

2005; Sigafoos et al., 2009; van der Meer et al., 2011).  Similarly, when Ringdahl et al.  

(2009) conducted mand topography assessments, the results indicated that preferable 

mand topographies emerged across functions of behavior.  These types of findings 

punctuate the importance of not only teaching functionally equivalent communicative 

responses, but also systematically selecting communicative modalities most preferred by 

the individual being taught.   

 In comparison to FCT, intervention packages addressing operant variability have 

received less attention in the applied literature.  Specifically, shaping multiple mand 

topographies belonging to the same response class has had virtually no attention.  

However, Neuringer (2002) stated that behavioral variability, like other dimensions of 

behavior, can be reinforced and invariant responding can be shaped into variant 

responding.  Neuringer (2002) also stated that reinforcement of variations in behavior 

facilitates learning new, complex or difficult to learn responses.  In the applied literature, 

two main approaches have been used to increase variant responding: extinction induced 

variability (e.g., Duker & Lent, 1991) and lag schedules of reinforcement (e.g., Lee, 

McComas, & Jawor, 2002; Lee & Sturmey, 2006).   

 One of the core diagnostic features of autism spectrum disorder is stereotyped, 

repetitive responses that are pervasive across developmental domains including: 

communication, social interactions, interests, and physical movement (DSM-IV, 1994).  

Invariant responding has been described as a “failure to adapt” and this type of 
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responding is common in individuals with autism and other developmental disabilities 

(Neuringer, 2002). These restricted behavioral repertoires and invariant response patterns 

are socially stigmatizing and impede learning other more socially acceptable responses 

(Wing, Gould, Yeates, & Brierley, 1977).   

 Extinction induced variability has received some attention and several studies 

have demonstrated increased behavioral variability within a response class when specific 

members of that response class contact extinction (e.g., Duker & Lent, 1991; Harding et 

al.,  2004; Lalli, Zanolli, & Wohn, 1994).  When members of a response class contact 

extinction, often times previously reinforced members of the same response class may 

emerge (Harding et al., 2004).  At times, these responses can take the form of challenging 

behavior (Lerman & Iwata, 1996); however, previously reinforced or novel response 

class member may also emerge (Lalli, Zanolli, & Wohn, 1994).  Given the probability 

that previously reinforced response class members may emerge when higher response 

class behaviors contact extinction, we may hypothesize that if an individual is taught 

multiple communicative responses (e.g., multiple mand topographies) these behaviors 

may emerge when other behaviors in response classes contact extinction. 

 Recently, lag schedules of reinforcement have been used to increase variant 

responding in individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD; Lee & Sturmey, 2002; 

Lee, McComas, & Jawor, 2006; Susa & Schlinger, 2012).  Lag schedules of 

reinforcement are characterized by reinforcement of specific responses given variation 

from a set amount for previous responses (Page & Neuringer, 1985).  For example on a 

Lag 1 reinforcement schedule, a response is reinforced if it is varies from the previous 
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response; on a Lag 2 reinforcement schedule, a response is reinforced contingent of 

variation from the previous two responses.  In the basic literature, examples of variant 

responding have been reported for schedules as large as Lag 50 for key pecking responses 

of pigeons (Page & Neuringer, 1985).  While the basic literature has demonstrated 

efficacy with the use of lag reinforcement schedules to increase variant responding in 

numerous studies, few applied studies to date have focused on the use of lag 

reinforcement to increase variant responding (Lee, Sturmey & Fields, 2007).   

 Given that the body of research supporting the use of FCT to teach socially 

appropriate communicative responding has be been well established and that emerging 

studies utilizing lag schedules of reinforcement have shown increases in operant 

variability, it is possible that lag schedules of reinforcement in FCT may increase variant 

communicative responses in the form of mand topographies.  Studies that have evaluated 

extinction induced behavior variability have shown that previously reinforced response 

class members emerge as higher order response class members contact extinction.  Given 

these findings, it may be appropriate to hypothesize that if a response class is enriched 

with multiple appropriate communicative mand modalities, these topographies of 

responding will emerge if other response class members contact extinction.   

Emerging literature on the use of lag schedules of reinforcement is promising.   

However, to date, no studies have directly assessed the use of lag schedules in increasing 

multiple mand topographies within a functional response class.  The purpose of this study 

was to investigate the effects of a lag schedule of reinforcement on the variability 

multiple mand topographies within a functional response class.  Further, this study 
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measured the occurrences of challenging behavior when multiple mand topographies are 

taught using a lag schedule of reinforcement.   
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Chapter 2: Increasing Variant Responding: A Review of the Literature 

 The purpose of this review is to provide an examination of the applied use of lag 

schedules of reinforcement to increase variant responding.  This review differs from 

previous reviews of operant variability by reviewing studies that have been conducted 

since a previous review (Lee, Sturmey, & Fields, 2007) and by focusing on applied 

works.  This review is organized by a) the process of identifying studies to include 

(Method), b) inclusion and exclusion criteria, c) coding protocol for the studies identified, 

d) a table providing pertinent information extracted from the studies included, e) 

descriptions of samples of the studies reviewed (Results), and (f) discussion of the 

identified studies. 

METHOD 

Search Procedures 

 Systematic searches of three databases (Educational Resources Information 

Clearinghouse [ERIC], PsychINFO, and Web of Science) were conducted to identify 

empirical studies designed to increase response variability.  The search was limited to 

English language journal; however, the publication year was not limited.  The search 

terms lag schedules, lag schedules and autism, behavioral variability, var* responding, 

developmental disabilities and behavioral responding, response class hierarchy, and 

extinction induced variability were entered into the databases in the Keywords field. 

 These searches yielded 1204 articles.  The abstracts of these articles were further 

assessed to determine appropriateness for inclusion in this review.  After reviewing the 

abstracts of these 1204 articles, 95 were identified for further examination.  Ancestral 
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searches of these 95 led to the inclusion of 13 additional studies; bringing the total 

number of studies to closely review to 108.  These 108 studies were either included or 

excluded based on the follow criteria: (a) applied intervention studies using a single-

subject experimental design; (b) description of the participants had to be included and (c) 

the dependent variable had to be a measurement of response variability.  Studies that 

reported observations of response variability as a collateral effect (e.g., extinction 

induced variability, Grow, Kelley, Roane, & Shillingsburg, 2008) were also included.  

Studies that did not directly measure response variability were excluded (e.g., Lee, 

Sturmey, & Fields, 2006).   In addition, studies designed to evaluate response variability 

in basic studies (e.g., using non-human animals as participants) were also excluded from 

this review (e.g., Boren, Moerschbaecher, & Whyte, 1978).  A total of 12 articles met the 

inclusion criteria and were included in this review.  

 These articles were read in their entirety and a data coding procedure was created 

to specifically assess the pertinent information extracted from each study.  Appendices A 

and B provide a model for the data coding sheets that were created for purpose of this 

review.  Data from the articles were coded to ensure the articles provided the following 

information: (a) participant description (age, diagnosis, and other demographical 

information), (b) type of experimental design, (c) treatment fidelity measured, (d) 

reliability reported, and (e) results.  Results of the studies were examined to assess overall 

efficacy of the independent variable and were categorized as positive, negative, or mixed 

similar to procedures outlined by Lancioni et al., 1994.  Table 1 summarizes the studies 

reviewed.  For the purposes of this study, results are categorized based on number of 
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participants who demonstrated variant responding as a result of the independent variable. 

Positive designations were given to studies where all participants demonstrated variant 

responding, negative designations were given to studies where no participants 

demonstrated variant responding, and mixed designations were given to studies where 

some participants demonstrated variant responding. 
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Study Participants 
Variant Response 

Design 
Baseline Sr+ 

schedule Intervention  

Reliabilit
y 

Reported Results 
Lag       
 Cammilleri & 
Hanley (2005) 

2 girls (5&7); 
typically 
developing 

Classroom activity 
choices/ ABAB 

FR1 Lag1  yes  positive 

Esch, Esch & 
Love (2009) 

2 boys (ages 2&7) 
both with autism; 
non-verbal 

Vocal responding 
Non-concurrent 
Multiple baseline 
(MB)+reversal 

FR1 Lag1  yes  positive 

Lee et al., 
2002 

3 boys (ages 7,7 & 
27) 

Vocal responding 
MB + reversal 
 

Lag 1 Lag1+DRA  yes  positive 

Lee & 
Sturmey 
(2006) 
 

3 boys (ages 17,17, 
& 18) 

 Vocal responding  
ABAB 

FR1 Lag1    Mixed 2 
of 3 
VR* 

Napolitano et 
al., (2010) 
 

 1 girl; 5 boys 
(ages 6-10); all 
ASD  

Toy play (block 
structures) ABAB 

FR1  Lag1 
 

 yes positive 

Heldt and 
Schlinger 
(2012) 

2 boys (ages 4 
&13, 1:mild 
intellectual 
disability;1: 
Fragile X & ASD 

Novel tacts (when 
shown a picture with 
various stimuli 
presented) 
MB 

FR1 Lag 3 yes positive 

Susa and 
Schlinger 
(2012) 

1 boy; 7 yrs old; 
ASD 

Variant responding 
to social questions 
Changing criterion 

FR1  Lag 3 yes positive 

Extinction 
induced 
variability 

       

Duker & Van 
Lent, (1991) 
 

1 male; 5 females 
with intellectual 
disabilities; one 
participant was 
deaf ages 12-30 

Gesture variability 
MB + reversal 

FR1 all 
gesture 
response 

High rate responses 
contact extinction; 
low rate contact 
Sr+ 

yes positive 

Grow, Kelley, 
Roane, & 
Shillingsburg 
(2008) 

3 males with 
autism ages 8, 10, 
& 15 

Mand Acquisition 
ABAB 

FR1 
Challenging 
behavior 

Extinction + DRA yes positive 

Lalli, Zanolli, 
&Wohn 
(2004) 

1 girl; 1 boy ages 
4&5; mild 
developmental 
delay 

Variant toy play 
topography 
MB 

FR 1 Toy 
Play 
topography 

Ext+ DRA No positive 

Other 
methods for 
evoking 
variant 
responding 

      
 

  

Betz et al., 
(2011) 

3 girls; all aged 4 Novel mand frames 
ABAB 

FR1 All 
mand frames 

Script training+ ext yes Mixed 
(2/3 
acquired 
variant 
respondi
ng) 
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Goetz & Baer 
(1973) 

2 children with 
intellectual 
disability 

Block play FR 1 block 
structures 

 DRA alternative 
block structures 

no positive 

Positive= all participants demonstrated variant responding 
Mixed=some participants demonstrated variant responding 
Negative=no participants demonstrated variant responding 
*VR=Varied Responding 

 

Table 1.  Summary of Reviewed Studies 
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Participants 
 

There were a total of 42 participants in the 12 articles reviewed.  Participants had 

a range of disabilities including autism (n=20), developmental disabilities (n=4), severe 

and moderate intellectual disabilities (n=9), and sensory impairment (n=1).  Ages ranged 

from 2 years to 30 years.  Sample sizes for the 12 articles included ranged from 1 to 6 

participants.  Three studies had 1 participant, two studies had 2 participants, four studies 

had 3 participants, three studies had 4 participants, and one study had 5 participants. 

Results 
 

Twelve studies were identified that examined the use of operant procedures to 

increase variant responding in individuals with autism and other developmental 

disabilities.  This section describes the use of lag schedules of reinforcement, extinction 

induced behavioral variability, and other methods to increasing variant responding (e.g., 

script training). 

Lag Schedules  

Lee, McComas, and Jawor (2002) evaluated the effects of differential lag 

schedules of reinforcement on variant verbal responding emitted by individuals with 

autism.  In this study, the researchers examined the use of a different lag schedules to 

assess the efficacy of coupling this technology (differential reinforcement of alternative 

behavior) with a lag reinforcement schedule to evoke variant vocal responding.  Page and 

Neuringer (1985) asserted that when variant responses contact reinforcement and 

invariant responses contact extinction, variant responses are strengthened.  Lee et al.,  
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asserted that using a differential lag schedule would reduce the likelihood appropriate 

responses may contact extinction.   

 Lee et al., (2002) measured the percentage of variant verbal responses when the 

participants were asked either “What do you like to do?” or “How are you?”  Participants 

for this study were three males; two were 7 years old, and one was 27 years old.  All 

could speak in full sentences and made spontaneous vocalizations (i.e., not prompted by 

an adult).  Two of the participants stereotypically repeated lyrics to songs or movies and 

one participant spontaneously requested preferred items or activities.  One participant 

initiated and reciprocated greetings and commented on objects in his environment.  For 

two participants, instruction occurred in the school cafeteria and for the third participant, 

instruction occurred in the office of a day habilitation work office.  For all participants, a 

wide variety of stimuli was present throughout all sessions.  Paired choice preference 

assessments were conducted for each participant (Fisher et al., 1992).  During all 

sessions, reinforcement schedules that were currently in place (e.g., earing pennies as 

token) remained in place.  Contingent on meeting reinforcement criterion (e.g., earning 

10 pennies) reinforcement was made available.  Reinforcers identified preferred toys, 

activities or preferred primaries. 

 Using an AB design for one participant and an ABAB design for two additional 

participants embedded in a multiple baseline across subjects design, Lee et al., (2002) 

compared the effects of differential reinforcement of alternative responding (DRA) on 

variant responding to a Lag1/DRA schedule.  During baseline (DRA), appropriate 

responses were reinforced and inappropriate responses were on extinction.  For example, 
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when participants were asked “What do you like to do?” and the participant responded “I 

like to burp” the researcher stated “no” and withdrew attention by turning away.    

Under the Lag 1/DRA schedule of reinforcement, only varied verbal responses 

were reinforced.  Lee, McComas &Jawor (2002) defined a varied response as “any verbal 

response that differed in content from the last response to the same question.” For 

example, reinforcement was provided if the participant stated that he liked to watch 

television during one trial and stated that he liked to play with toys during the subsequent 

trial, reinforcement was provided.   

Results for two of the three participants indicated that a Lag1/DRA reinforcement 

schedule evoked variant responding as compared to DRA alone.  While variant 

responding was not observed during baseline, during Lag1/DRA variant responding 

increased from 0% to 70%.   During a reversal, variant responding decreased back o 0% 

for two of the participant.  The third participant demonstrated a range of 0%-30% variant 

responding during baseline (DRA).  During Lag1/DRA, responding ranged from 0-30% 

during the first two sessions; however, variant responding dropped to 0% during the 

remaining sessions.   

During this study, variant responding was sensitive to operant mechanisms and 

prompts for varied responses were not necessary.  However, the researchers stated that 

items in sight of the participants may have influenced variant responding.  For example, 

when primaries were in sight, one of the participants was more likely to respond “I like to 

eat pretzels” or “I like to drink juice.”  The participant was more likely to respond “I like 

to read” or “I like to color” when theses items were in sight.  Similar observations were 
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made of the second participant.  For example, when sessions took place in the gym, 

responses were “I like to ride the bicycle” and “ I like to roller skate in the gym.”  

Cumulative records showed one participant used a total of 18 different responses 

by the end of 11 sessions.  The second participant used a total of four different responses 

and the third participant used one response throughout all of the sessions on average.  

After each Lag 1/DRA condition, generalization probes were taken and results indicated 

that varied response were observed.  Concurrently, an observation of decreased 

variability was shown during generalization probes following reversal to DRA sessions.  

This study showed that variant responding is sensitive to a Lag 1//DRA schedule of 

reinforcement.  The authors noted that future studies should examine the environmental 

conditions that may effect variant responding.   

Lee and Sturmey (2006) evaluated the use of a Lag 1 reinforcement schedule to 

increase variant responding demonstrated by two individuals with ASD.  Using an ABAB 

experimental design, Lee and Sturmey compared the effects of a Lag 0 and Lag 1 

reinforcement schedules had on variation of vocal responses evoked when responding to 

the question "What do you like to do?" Three males ages 17, 17, and 18, with a diagnosis 

of autism were the participants.  The participants demonstrated rote vocalizations 

consisting primarily of short phrases to mand for preferred items or activities.  The 

participants did not emit spontaneous vocalizations other than to mand for preferred 

items.  In this study the researchers measured the cumulative total of novel vocal 

responses to the question "What do you like to do?”, variant responding during each 

session, and appropriate responding during each session.  Congruent with traditional lag 
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schedules, responses were scored as variant if the response differed in content from the 

previous response.  In a Lag 1 schedule, the reinforced response had to be different from 

the immediately preceding response.   

 A multiple stimulus without replacement preference assessment (DeLeon & 

Iwata, 1996) was conducted to evaluate high preference activities for each participant.  A 

total of 20 items (10 tangibles/activities, 10 snack items) were selected and the top 10 

items or activities selected were considered high preference stimuli.  At the beginning of 

each session, a predetermined number (none, 5 or 10) of high preference items were 

placed next to the experimenter.  Each session consisted of 11 trials, and programmed 

consequences were delivered relative to the condition (baseline or intervention).   

 During the baseline phase (Lag 0), researchers provided reinforcement contingent 

on every appropriate response provided when participants were asked “What do you like 

to do?” If a socially inappropriate response was given, researchers said “no” and turned 

away from the participant until the next trial.  If grammatically incorrect responses were 

given, researchers would model the correct response and provided reinforcement 

contingent on imitation of the correctly modeled responses.   

 During intervention (Lag 1), researchers would ask the question “What do you 

like to do?” and provide reinforcement contingent on a response that differed from the 

previous response.  A response identical to the previous trial’s response did not access 

reinforcement.  Researchers responded to invariant responding identical to inappropriate 

responding during baseline.  The only exception was contingent on identical responses; 

researchers turned away, recorded data, and then proceeded with the next trial.   
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 For two participants, results showed increased variant responding during 

intervention compared to baseline.  For one participant, variant responding ranged from 

0% to 20% during baseline while variant responding ranged from 10 to 90% during 

intervention.  A reversal effect was demonstrated during a return to baseline.  

Reintroduction of the independent variable (Lag 1) increased variant responding to 30 to 

90%.  For the second participant, 0% variant responding was demonstrated during 

baseline and variant responding increased during intervention ranging from 30-100%.  

During the reversal to Lag 0, variant responding decreased to baseline levels.  For both 

participants, variant responding increased depending on the percentage of preferred 

stimuli that were present (0, 50 or 100%) as identified by the MSWO preference 

assessment.  The final participant did not demonstrate variation in responding between 

Lag 0 and Lag 1 reinforcement schedules.  Variant responding remained at 0% 

throughout all conditions.  This participant emitted one response during each baseline 

session and a total of two responses during all intervention sessions with the exception of 

one session in which he emitted three responses. 

 Results indicated that for two of the three participants, a Lag 1 reinforcement 

schedule resulted in variant responding as compared to baseline.  Findings from this 

study are consistent with those demonstrated previously (e.g., Let et al., 2002).  Variant 

responding increases with a Lag 1 schedule, further, the introduction of preferred stimuli 

(as determined by a preference assessment) also affected variant responding for one 

participant.  Variant responding increased for one of the three participants correlative to 

the increasing amount of high preference stimuli in the environment.  For example, for 
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one participant the range of variant responding increased systematically from 30 to 100% 

during intervention.  This increase was correlative to an increased presence of high 

preference stimuli (0%, 50%, and 100%).  The same observation was not made for the 

other two participants.  Variant responding was not affected by increasing the amount of 

preferred stimuli present.   

 Napolitano, Smith, Zarcone, Goodkin, and McAdam (2010) evaluated the use of a 

lag reinforcement schedule to increase variant responding demonstrated by building 

novel block structures.  Six children (1 girl and 5 boys) aged 6-10 with a diagnosis of 

ASD were the participants of this study.  At least 5 of the 6 participants had moderate 

problems with engaging in restricted, stereotyped play behavior.  All experimental 

sessions for this study took place in a room with minimal distractions in the participants’ 

school.  The authors used 24 plastic building blocks that interlock via 8 pegs on top of the 

blocks.  There were six groups of four primary colors available. 

 In this study, Napolitano et al., (2010) measured response variability as defined as 

a block structure that differed from the previous block structure based on placement 

direction and color.  During each session, the participants were given 24 blocks and were 

instructed to “build something”.  Sessions were terminated a) once all the blocks were 

used, b) 10 minutes had elapsed, c) the participant vocally stated they were finished with 

the activity or pushed the blocks away, or d) two minutes lapsed without interaction with 

the blocks.   

 Napolitano et al., (2010) used an ABAB reversal design to evaluate response 

variability.  During baseline, participants were given 24 blocks and instructed to “build 
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something”.  Reinforcement for building was delivered at least once during the baseline 

phase regardless of form or color.  Researchers used the level of variant responding 

demonstrated during baseline to determine which (color or form) dimension to target 

during intervention.   

 During intervention (Lag 1 reinforcement schedule), researchers instructed the 

participants to “build something”.  After responding, the participants were instructed to 

“build something different” and access to preferred stimuli was permitted contingent on 

variant responding (i.e., the new block structure differed either in form or color from the 

previous one).  For two participants, researchers conducted teaching trials because Lag1 

did not result in variant responding.  During the teaching trials, the researchers modeled 

variant responses after providing the instruction “build something different”.  

Researchers modeled a different response then instructed the participant “Now you build 

something different.”  To assess generalization across stimuli, wooden blocks of similar 

size and color were used to measure response variability.   

 Variant responding for Participant 1 increased from 1% to 21% after teaching 

trials.  For Participant 2, some variable responding was observed during baseline (29% of 

responses) and an increase to 85% variable responding was observed during intervention.  

Both Participant 1 and 2 replicated their efforts during reversal maintained at follow-up.  

Participant 3 showed little variable responding during both baseline conditions; however, 

variant responding decreased from 73% in the initial intervention phase to 58% in the last 

intervention condition.  Participant 4 showed 13% variant responding during baseline.  

During the first intervention session, variant responding remained low until researchers 
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provided alternate reinforcers.  During the first intervention phase, variant responding for 

Participant 4 was 33% and increased to 68% during the second intervention condition.  

Participants 5 and 6 both showed improvement during the first intervention condition as 

compared to the first baseline session.  However, neither participant returned to baseline 

levels during reversal.  Variant responses remained high for the remaining experimental 

condition and follow-up.   

  Susa and Schlinger (2012) used a changing criterion design to evaluate Lag 1, 2, 

and 3 schedules of reinforcement used to increase variable verbal responses.  The 

participant for this study was a 7-year-old boy diagnosed with autism.  The participant 

manded 3-7 times per hour, could tact over 200 items, and was taught 33 responses to 

various social questions.  Referral for participation was due to responding that had 

remained invariant for several years.  For example, when asked the question “How are 

you?” the participant only responded with “I’m fine.”   

 The setting for this study was the participant’s home and natural stimuli were 

present throughout all sessions.  However, researchers reported that there were no stimuli 

present that would inadvertently influence responding.   During baseline, there were no 

variable requirements and no programmed consequences contingent on correct or 

incorrect responses.  Data showed invariant responding throughout baseline.   

 Each phase of intervention (e.g., Lag 1, Lag 2) began with an instruction session 

to introduce the Lag x contingency.  For example, Lag 1 phase began with the delivery of 

the SD “How are you?” if the participant’s response varied from the immediately 

preceding response, then that response to the discriminative stimulus (SD) “How are 
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you?” was met with reinforcement (one minute access to preferred stimuli).  During the 

first session of each phase, brief echoic prompts were provided in the trial succeeding an 

incorrect trial.  For example, if the participant’s response “I’m fine.” did not vary in 

topography from the preceding trial, a verbal prompt “I’m good.” was delivered after the 

SD “How are you?” was redelivered.  This prompting sequence continued until 

responding met criterion.  Once criterion was met, the next phase was introduced.  This 

procedure was repeated during the Lag 2 and Lag 3 phases.  During Lag 2, the response 

requirement was that responses topographically vary from the previous two responses.  

Access to identified preferred stimuli was permitted contingent on appropriate varied 

responding.  During Lag 3, identified preferred stimuli were available contingent on 

responses that differed than the previous three responses.  After the initial prompting 

session, incorrect responses were followed by a 3 second pause, after which the Sd was 

redelivered. 

 Results for this study indicated lag schedules can influence response variability.  

The participant’s responses to the question “How are you?” varied correlatively to the 

Lag x schedule in place.  When no variable response criterion was in place, variant 

responding was absent.  In contrary, alternative intraverbal responses were evoked 

contingent on the Lag x schedule in place.   

 Heldt and Schlinger (2012) also evaluated the use of a Lag 3 reinforcement 

schedule to increase variant responding in two children with developmental disabilities.  

Using a concurrent multiple baseline across participants design, Heldt and Schlinger 

compared the use of a Lag 3 reinforcement schedule to a baseline FR1 schedule when 
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measuring the variability of tacts expressed by the participants when shown a picture and 

asked “What do you see?” Researchers were also assessed treatment durability and 

reported on follow-up probes.  The participants were both male; one had a dual diagnosis 

of Fragile X and autism, and the other had a diagnosis of a mild intellectual ability. 

 The setting of this study took place in the participants’ homes and the materials 

were consistent with items found in the natural environment of children’s homes (e.g., 

toys, furniture).  Teaching sessions occurred 2 to 4 times per week and a follow-up probe 

occurred during one session three weeks following the last teaching session.  Preferred 

stimuli as identified by a preference assessment (DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) were present 

throughout teaching sessions.  The programmed consequence for appropriate responding 

on the reinforcement schedule was delivery of the highest ranked preferred stimuli paired 

with praise.   

 Heldt and Schlinger (2012) obtained baseline by asking the question “What do 

you see?” and presenting the participant with a picture with various images displayed.  

After 5 seconds, if the participant did not respond, the question was presented again.  If 

the participants correctly tacted, social praise was delivered as well as access to preferred 

stimuli.  Intervention sessions were identical with the exception of reinforcement 

availability.  Reinforcement was made available contingent on a Lag 3 schedule meaning 

that the tacted response had to differ from the previous three responses for the participant 

to receive the programmed consequence.  During intervention, researchers ignored 

invariant responses, no responses, as well as incorrect responses.  The question was 

presented again approximately 5 seconds following incorrect responding.  During the first 
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intervention session for each participant, an instruction session was conducted.  During 

instruction, if two consecutive responses were incorrect, the researcher gestured to the 

visual array presented, but at a different item than the participant previously tacted.  For 

example if a picture of a dog, bird, and chair was presented and the participant responded 

with “dog” two consecutive trials, the researcher gestured to either the bird or chair 

during the third trial after the question “What do you see?” was presented. 

 Results indicated that both participants demonstrated an increase variant 

responding during intervention and the follow-up probe indicated that these gains were 

maintained.  Baseline measures showed that each participant stated two or less responses 

when asked the question “What do you see?”  Intervention data show that responses for 

one participant increased to 3-6 responses and for the second participant an increase of 7-

10 responses was demonstrated.  Follow-up probes showed that variant responding either 

maintained (Participant 1) or increased (Participant 2) three weeks following 

intervention.  These results further support previous findings that show a lag schedule can 

increase variant responding in individuals with developmental and intellectual 

disabilities. 

DISCUSSION 

A systematic search yielded 12 intervention studies of procedures for teaching 

variant responding published between 1973 and 2012.  Given the positive results reported 

in these studies, and the recent increase in the number of studies that focus on variant 

responding suggests a possible increase of interest in this topic.    
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Lag schedules have shown efficacy for many years in the basic literature 

(Shoenfeld, Harris, & Farmer, 1966;Page & Nueringer, 1985) and recently, similar results 

have been replicated in applied research (Lee & Sturmey, 2006; Susa & Schlinger, 2012).  

The studies conducted by Lee, McComas and Jawor (2002) and Lee and Sturmey (2006) 

used a similar discriminative stimulus to occasion topographically similar responses.  

Camilleri and Hanley (2005) and Napolitano and Smith (2010) used a lag reinforcement 

schedule to occasion variant responding during toy play.  Nine of the 10 participants in 

these studies demonstrated variant responding contingent on the implementation of a lag 

schedule of reinforcement.  For Lee, McComas and Jawor (2002) and Lee and Sturmey 

(2006) vocal responses to the question “What do you like to do?” varied when a lag 

schedule was introduced versus baseline.  Heldt and Schlinger (2012) also demonstrated 

that a lag schedule of reinforcement can increase variability in tacting (labeling) when 

asking the question “What do you see?” while concurrently presenting a picture with 

various stimuli to the participants.   

A broad body of research has shown that FCT can effectively replace challenging 

behavior by teaching individuals replacement, communicative responses that are 

functionally equivalent.  Additionally, Harding et al., (2009) and Ringdahl et al., (2009) 

have shown that shaping multiple mand topographies emerge contingent on programmed 

consequences.  Harding et al., (2009) observed that when children were taught multiple 

mand topographies, over time a preference for a singular mand topography emerged.  

Similarly, Ringdahl et al., (2009) observed that when a high efficiency mand topography 

(as determined by a mand topography assessment) was embedded in a FCT package 
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results indicated that high efficiency mands were most effective in reducing challenging 

behavior.  One can reasonably deduce from these findings that the high efficiency mand 

topography was the preferred mand topography.    

Research has also shown that members of a response class that have previously 

contacted extinction (e.g., challenging behavior), but were previously maintained by 

contacting reinforcement may resurge if higher order response class members contact 

extinction (Lalli, Mace, Wohn, & Lizely, 1994).  These findings suggest that latent 

members of a response class hierarchy may emerge when other members contact 

extinction.  Lerman and Iwata (1996) caution that challenging topographies of behavior 

(e.g., aggression and self-injury) may emerge as a result of previous contact these 

response class members had to reinforcement.   

Given these well-studied bodies of research, it is appropriate to hypothesize that 

teaching individuals multiple mand topographies that belong to the same functional 

response class may reduce the likelihood of the resurgence of challenging behavior as a 

latent response class member.  Even if after teaching multiple mand topographies a 

singular, preferred topography emerges, an individual still has socially appropriate 

functional response class members that have contacted reinforcement in his repertoire.  

Previous research has shown that resurgence of latent response class members will likely 

occur if higher class members of the same functional response class contact extinction.   

Future research toward teaching multiple mand topographies to add socially 

appropriate communicative responses to functional response classes.  Given that lag 

schedules are designed to occasion variant responding and FCT has demonstrated with 
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replicable precision its utility in decreasing challenging behavior by teaching functionally 

equivalent communicative responses appears warranted.  When considering a treatment 

package, technologies evaluated in the reviewed studies should be considered.  

Components from the intervention strategies evaluated in this literature review offer 

promising solutions regarding invariant responding and weak mand repertoires if 

implemented systematically and analytically evaluated. 
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Chapter 3: Method 

PARTICIPANTS 

Participants for this study were selected based on referrals made by parents, 

teachers and clinicians whose child or student demonstrated communication deficits and 

challenging behavior.  Participants also had a diagnosis of either autism or 

intellectual/developmental disability based on the criteria outlined in the DSM IV (2000) 

and supported by the Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS; Schopler, Reichler, & 

Renner, 1988) and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Sparrow, Balla & Cichetti, 

1984).   

Three children with autism between the ages of 10 and 23 years old participated 

in this study.  Information including participants’ age, ethnicity, diagnosis, Childhood 

Autism Rating Scale (CARS) score and Vineland Adaptive Behavior Composite Score 

and age equivalent is presented in Table 2.  All participants had an independent diagnosis 

of autism prior to the onset of the study.   

Tyler was a 16 year old, Caucasian boy diagnosed with autism.  Tyler was 

referred for participation due to limited, socially appropriate communicative responding.  

Tyler also had a history of engaging in challenging behavior in the form of aggression 

(e.g., pulling hair and biting) and property distraction (e.g., biting materials or tearing 

materials).  Tyler scored a 51 on the CARS placing him in the severe range for autism 

and had an overall Vineland Adaptive Behavior Composite score of 36 placing him in the 

low adaptive level range.  A score of 36 further places Tyler the severe deficit range.  

Tyler was able to vocally approximate words, however, these approximations were 
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unintelligible to a naive listener.  At the time of the study, Tyler primarily relied on vocal 

approximations to communicate and while he had access to an alternative augmentative 

communication (AAC) device (an iPad® loaded with Proloquo2go™) he did not 

demonstrate the skills required to effectively utilize this device.  Tyler was enrolled in a 

self-contained high school classroom and received one-on-one instruction for 90% of his 

day.  In addition to school services, Tyler participated in a home program where he 

received additional tutoring. 

Fred was a ten-year old boy with a diagnosis of autism.  Fred scored a 62 on the 

CARS placing him in the mild to moderate range for autism and had an overall Vineland 

Adaptive Behavior Composite score of 39 placing him in the low adaptive level range 

placing Fred in the severe deficit range.  Fred was identified for participation due to 

limited communicative responding.  Fred also engaged in challenging behavior by 

invading the personal space of others by making hand gestures close to other peoples 

faces.  Fred used rote vocalizations to communicate; however, these vocal 

approximations were unintelligible to unfamiliar listeners.  Fred used inefficient 

vocalizations for communication (e.g., rote phrases), and at the onset of this study, no 

AAC had been introduced.  Fred demonstrated the ability to mand for tangibles and greet 

others.  However, Fred did not demonstrate communicative responding across other 

functional response classes (e.g., escape).  Fred was enrolled in a private school for 

children with developmental disabilities and received one-on-one instruction using 

discrete trial instruction throughout his day. 
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John was a 23-year-old male also with a diagnosis of autism.  John scored a 51.5 

on the CARS placing him in the severe range for autism and had an overall Vineland 

Adaptive Behavior Composite score of 38 placing him in the low adaptive level range 

placing John in the severe deficit range.  John was referred for participation due to 

demonstrations of challenging behavior as a result of frequent communication 

breakdown.  While John was capable of making vocalizations, these vocalizations were 

difficult unfamiliar listeners to understand.  John also had a history of using speech 

generating devices (SGD) including: Dynavox®, Cyrano®, card exchange, and sign.  

Due to limited dexterity, signing and card exchange were communicative topographies 

that were abandoned.  Parent interview indicated that the clarity John’s vocalizations 

were improving, however, communication breakdowns still occurred regularly. 

 

Participant Gender Age Ethnicity Diagnosis CAR
S 

CARS 
severity 
range 

Vineland 
Adaptive 
behavior 
composite 
standard 
score 

Adaptive 
level based 
on Adaptive 
behavior 
composite 
score 

Tyler Male 16 Caucasian Autism 51 severe 39 low 
Fred Male 10 Caucasian Autism 36 moderate 62 low 
John Male 23 Caucasian Autism 50.5 severe 38 low 
 
Table 2.  Participant Characteristics 
 
SETTINGS AND MATERIALS 

All phases of this study were conducted in the participants’ classroom, clinic, or 

home.  Sessions were conducted in empty rooms (except for the presence of various 

study-related materials) to minimize distraction.  The session area will contain various 

low preferred items (as determined by a formal preference assessment), work materials 
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(e.g., matching stimuli, worksheets, daily chore stimuli, etc.) and high preferred stimuli 

depending on the condition in place.  During some conditions, augmentative and 

alternative communication devices (AAC) will be present.  The iPod Touch© and iPad© 

using Proloquo2Go™ software, picture icons, the BIGmack Communicator®, and pencil 

and paper will be available as AAC devices.   Both the iPod touch® and iPad® were 

housed in Otter Box® protective cases.   

The iPod touch®, iPad® and iPad mini ® are portable electronic devices that use 

a Multi-Touch graphical user interface with a 3.5”, 9”, and 7.5” touch screen 

respectively.  The devices are capable of running third party applications such as the 

communication application Proloquo2Go™.  The devices are equipped with external 

speakers and when loaded with Proloquo2go™, the iPod Touch® and iPad® function as 

a speech generating device (SGD).  Proloquo2Go™ is an AAC software that can be 

individualized to meet the literacy needs of the user.  For example, the content can be 

presented solely as pictures, pictures and words, or solely as words.    

The BIGmack Communicator® is a simple AAC device designed to facilitate 

communication for individuals with speech impairments.  The BIGmack 

Communicator® utilizes a large activation surface that when depressed emits a pre-

programmed vocal response (e.g., “I want the toy, please.”)  The BIGmack 

Communicator® is a simplified AAC device and was designed specifically for 

individuals with disabilities. Picture icons of preferred stimuli were printed on standard 

4” x 6” index cards and then laminated for durability.  These pictures were in color, were 
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the actual pictures of each of the items, and were identical to the pictures presented on the 

iPod Touch® and the iPad®.   

MEASUREMENT 

Observation Systems    

Trained observers collected data either in vivo or later via video recordings using 

a handheld digital video recorder. Observers used laptop computers and behavior data-

collection software Instant Data Analyzer to collect data during the functional analysis 

and the FCT lag schedule evaluation.  For Tyler and John, latencies to first occurrences 

of challenging behavior were measured during latency-based brief functional analyses.  

For Fred, frequency measures were taken for each response and reported in terms of 

responses per minute during the functional analysis.  Frequency measures were taken for 

each response and reported in terms of responses per minute for each participant during 

the FCT lag schedule evaluation.  For the mand topography assessment, data were 

collected on a trial-by-trial basis and reported in terms of percentage of trials with 

engagement and prompt level whether or not there were vocal, gestural, or physical 

prompts. 

Interobserver Agreement   

A second trained data collector independently scored at least 30% of the sessions.  

Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for the preference assessment and 

communication modality assessment using an exact, trial-by-trial system by dividing the 

total number of agreements of responses by the total number of agreements plus 

disagreements and then multiplying by that quotient by 100.  Agreement for the 
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preference assessment was 100% for all participants.  Agreement for the MTAs for Tyler, 

Fred and John was 100%, 100%, and 90%, respectively.   

For John, IOA for the functional analysis was calculated by dividing each session 

into successive 10-s intervals and then dividing the number of intervals with exact 

agreements (i.e., two observers recording the same number of occurrences of destructive 

behavior in a given 10-s interval) by the number of intervals with agreements plus 

disagreements, multiplied by 100.   Agreement for John’s FA was 100%.  For Tyler and 

Fred, IOA for FAs was calculated by obtaining total agreement.  Two observers 

independently timed latency to first challenging behavior and those times were then 

divided smaller by larger and obtaining a quotient that was then multiplied by 100.  IOA 

was 100% for both Tyler and Fred.  Table 3 provides the summary for IOA across all 

participants and phases. 

Participant Preference 
assessment1 

Functional 
analysis 

MTA Lag 0 
 

Lag 1 

Tyler 100% 100% 100% 100% 93% 
Fred 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
John 100% 100% 90% 100% 87% 
 

Table 3: Interobserver Agreement 

Response Definitions  

Teacher and parent interviews were conducted regarding current communication 

modalities (e.g., verbal communication, AAC, or picture exchange) for each participant.  

Challenging behaviors were discussed during teacher and parent interview.  Challenging 

behavior for Tyler was defined as aggression (e.g., hitting, pinching) and loud 

vocalizations (e.g., above conversation level). For Tyler, challenging behavior was 
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defined as aggression (e.g., kicking, throwing objects at people) and disruptive (e.g., 

quickly moving hand into the space of another person’s face or neck). For John 

challenging behavior was defined as self-injurious behavior (SIB; e.g., hitting hand to 

chest with audible smack, hitting head with hand with audible smack) and aggression 

(hitting or pushing).  Attempts at SIB (dangerous topographies of SIB) were blocked to 

maintain the safety of the participants. 

Communicative responses included vocal responses (i.e., asking for a preferred 

item), card exchange (i.e., physical contact between the hand and the card or giving the 

card to the researcher), activating Bigmack Communicator® (i.e., depressing the button 

with the hand), activation of iPad mini® (i.e., physical contact between the hand and the 

device), and activation of the iPad® (i.e., physical contact between the hand and the 

device).    

Experimental Design and Independent Variable(s) 

Phase 1: Functional Analysis   

A functional analysis (John) or brief latency-based functional analysis (Tyler and 

Fred) was conducted during Phase 1 to identify the antecedents and consequences that 

occasioned and maintained challenging behavior.  Conditions included positive 

reinforcement (attention, tangible), negative reinforcement (escape), control (free play), 

and ignore (for participants for whom automatic functions are suspected).  The 

programmed establishing operations (EO) in place during the respective positive 

reinforcement conditions entailed restricted access to stimuli (i.e., attention; high 

preferred items), and access to respective stimuli was contingent on the occurrence of 
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challenging behavior.  The programmed EO in place during the negative reinforcement 

condition entailed the presentation of a non-preferred activity and, contingent on 

challenging behavior, the non-preferred activity was removed.  During the control 

condition (i.e., free play) no programmed EOs were present.  During the ignore condition, 

there were no programmed consequences for challenging behavior.  The functional 

analyses were conducted within either a multielement design; or within a brief-latency 

multielement design (Wacker, Berg, Harding, & Cooper-Brown, 2004) with an embedded 

reversal design (Northup et al., 1991). 

Phase 2: Mand Topography Assessment   

Following the functional analysis, a mand topography assessment (MTA; 

Ringdahl et al., 2009) was conducted.  The purpose of the MTA was to assess the 

participants’ ability to engage in different mand topographies prior to the lag schedule 

evaluation.  The MTA was conducted across three (for Tyler and Fred) and four (for 

John) conditions that were distinct in terms of three or four distinct communicative (i.e., 

mand) topographies that were targeted individually during respective conditions.  

Antecedents identified as occasioning challenging behavior were presented; and 

reinforcement identified as maintaining challenging behavior were provided contingent 

on the occurrence of mands.   

Phase 3: FCT Lag Schedule Evaluation  

Following the MTA, a lag schedule evaluation was conducted to evaluate the 

impact of different lag schedules of reinforcement on mand variability.  The lag schedule 

evaluation was conducted within a reversal design (e.g., ABCBCAC; A = baseline; B = 
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Lag 0; C = Lag 1).  The parameters of the lag schedule(s) of reinforcement varied across 

conditions (i.e., Lag 0; Lag 1) to assess mand variability under different lag schedules of 

reinforcement.      

PROCEDURES 

Preference Assessment 

Prior to the functional analysis, parent and teacher interviews were conducted to 

identify six preferred items for each participant.  A free operant (Roane, Vollmer, 

Ringdahl, & Marcus, 1998) was then conducted prior to the functional analysis.  For free 

operant preference assessments, participants were provided with free access to an array of 

identified leisure items and data were collected on the duration of their engagement with 

each item.  

Phase 1: Functional Analysis 

  Four or five conditions including attention, tangible, escape, ignore, and free play 

were conducted in a randomized order to empirically assess environmental stimuli 

(positive and negative) maintaining challenging behavior targeted for reduction.  All 

sessions were 5 min in length except during the latency conditions in which sessions were 

terminated contingent on the first occurrence of challenging behavior.   

 Attention.  The purpose of the attention condition was to evaluate whether 

challenging behavior was maintained by access to attention.  During this condition, the 

participants were provided with access to low preferred items (as identified by the 

preference assessment) throughout the session.  Attention was provided for 

approximately 1 min prior to the start of the session.  When the session began, the 
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researcher said “I need to do some work, but you can play with these toys.”  The 

researcher then diverted his/her attention and engaged in  “busy” work (e.g., reading a 

book).   Contingent on the occurrence of challenging behavior, 30 s of attention was 

provided.  During the latency FA, the first occurrence of challenging behavior was 

reinforced with 30 s access to attention, the session was terminated, and latency to 

response was recorded.   

 Tangible.  The purpose of the tangible condition was to evaluate whether 

challenging behavior was maintained by access to high preferred items.  During this 

condition, the participant was provided with access to low preferred items throughout the 

session.  Access to high-preferred items was provided for approximately 1 min prior to 

the start of the session.  When the session began, the researcher removed the high 

preferred times and restricted the participant’s access to the items.   The high preferred 

items were visible to the participant.  Contingent on the occurrence of challenging 

behavior, 30 s of access to the high-preferred items was provided.  During the latency 

FA, the first occurrence of challenging behavior was reinforced with 30 s of access to the 

preferred item, the session was terminated and latency to respond was recorded. 

Escape.  The purpose of the escape condition was to evaluate whether challenging 

behaviors were maintained by escape from non-preferred activities (e.g., academic tasks).  

During this condition the participant was presented with tasks (as identified by teachers 

and parents) using a three-step prompting sequence (verbal, gesture then physical).   First, 

a vocal prompt was provided (“ ---, put the block in the bucket”).   A gestural prompt was 

provided if the participant did not comply within 5 s of the initial vocal prompt.  If the 
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participant did not respond within 5 s of the gestural prompt, he was physically guided to 

complete the task.  Contingent on occurrences of challenging behavior, 30 s of break 

from the task was provided.  During the latency FA, the first occurrence of challenging 

behavior was reinforced with removal of the work task, the session was terminated, and 

latency to response was recorded. 

Ignore.  The purpose of the ignore condition was to evaluate whether challenging 

behavior that was maintained by automatic reinforcement.  During this condition, there 

were no programmed consequences (contingently or non-contingently) for any responses 

and no stimuli were available to the participants.  During the latency FA, challenging 

behavior was ignored; however, the session was terminated and latency to response to 

recorded contingent on the first occurrence of challenging behavior.   

Free Play.  The free play condition served as the control condition with which the 

results of the test conditions were compared.  Throughout the free play condition, the 

participant had access to high preferred items and attention, and no demands were 

presented.  All occurrences of challenging behavior were ignored.  During the latency 

FA, challenging behavior was ignored; however, the session was terminated and latency 

to response to recorded contingent on the first occurrence of challenging behavior. 

Contingency Reversal (Brief Latency-Based Functional Analysis). 

FCT – Tangible (TA). With Tyler, a contingency reversal (Northup et al., 1991) 

was conducted during the tangible condition consisting of FCT.  Prior to the start of the 

condition, several training trials were conducted in which the participant was prompted to 

engage in a target mand (i.e., card exchange) to access high preferred items.  When the 
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session began, the therapist restricted the participant’s access to the high preferred items 

and low preferred items were provided.  The first occurrence of the target mand was 

reinforced with 30 s of access to the preferred item, the session was terminated and 

latency to respond was recorded. 

FCT – Escape (ES). With Fred, a contingency reversal was conducted during the 

escape condition consisting of FCT.  Prior to the start of the condition, several training 

trials were conducted in which the participant was prompted to engage in a target mand 

(e.g., card exchange) to access breaks from work tasks.  When the session began, the 

therapist presented Fred with work tasks and the communication card.  The first 

occurrence of the target mand was reinforced with removal of the work task, the session 

was terminated, and latency to response was recorded. 

Phase 2: MTA 

 Three or four mand topographies were targeted during the MTA (i.e. iPad® 

/iPod® loaded with Proloquo2go ™, picture icon for card exchange, Big Mack 

Communicator®, pen and paper and/or signs and vocalizations).  During each session, 

one of the mand topographies was targeted.  Each session consisted of 10 trials.  During 

each trial, the participant was provided with an opportunity to mand for the reinforcer 

identified during the functional analysis as maintaining challenging behavior.  During 

each trial, a four-step prompt sequence (no prompt; vocal; gestural; physical guidance) 

was implemented.  At the onset of each trial, the researcher presented the antecedent 

previously shown to occasion challenging behavior (e.g., restricted access to attention or 

preferred items; presentation of non-preferred activities).  Contingent on each occurrence 
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of the target mand topography, 30 s of reinforcement was provided regardless of the level 

of prompting required to bring about the response.  If the participant did not engage in the 

target mand topography within 5 s of the presentation of the antecedent, the researcher 

provided the vocal prompt, “if you want ----, press the switch (or “touch the card”; “touch 

the picture on the iPad”, etc. depending on the target mand topography).  If the 

participant did not engage in the target mand topography within 5 s of the vocal prompt, 

the researcher provided a gestural prompt by demonstrating the behavior and stating, “if 

you want ----, press the switch like this.”  If the participant did not engage in the target 

mand topography within 5 s of the gestural prompt, the researcher physically guided the 

participant to engage in the target mand topography while stating, “press the switch like 

this.”  30 s of access to the reinforcer was then provided.  Following the completion of 10 

trials (i.e., a full session) with one of the target mand topographies, a short break was 

provided to the participant.  Following the break, the next session and set of 10 trials was 

implemented with a different target mand topography.  Data were collected on a trial-by-

trial basis and on the prompt level in which target mand topographies occurred.       

Phase 3: Lag Schedule Evaluation 

Baseline  

For John and Tyler, the procedures for baseline were identical to those used 

during the tangible condition of their respective functional analyses.  For Fred, the 

procedures for baseline were identical those used during the escape condition for Fred’s 

functional analysis.  All sessions were 5 minutes in length.  

FCT Lag 0 Schedule of Reinforcement 
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Prior to this condition, FCT training trials were conducted with each target mand 

topography until the participant was demonstrating independence with each mand (i.e., in 

the absence of prompting) in requesting the functional reinforcer.  To do this, the 

reinforcer was presented and researchers used a least-to-most prompting hierarchy 

embedded in a discrete trial instruction paradigm.  The identified reinforcer was 

presented and the participants (e.g., John and Tyler) were taught to mand for their 

respective preferred items or to mand for escape from instruction (e.g., Fred).          

Prior to the beginning of each session, the researcher provided the participant with 

approximately 1 min of access to the reinforcer that was used during baseline (i.e., access 

to high preferred activities for John and Tyler; no demands given for one minute for 

Fred).  At the beginning of the session, the researcher removed access to the reinforcer 

and presented the same antecedent provided during the MTA and the baseline condition 

of this evaluation (i.e., restricted access to high preferred activities for Fred and Tyler; 

non-preferred activities for John).  Contingent on the occurrence of a target mand, 

reinforcement was provided for approximately 30 s.  Thus, the Lag 0 schedule of 

reinforcement was identical to a concurrent fixed ratio (FR 1) schedule of reinforcement.  

All occurrences of challenging behavior were ignored.  Sessions were 5 minutes in 

duration.   

FCT Lag 1 Schedule of Reinforcement  

This condition was similar to the FCT Lag 0 schedule of reinforcement condition, 

except that reinforcement was contingent on varied used of communicative modalities.  

Specifically, a mand topography (i.e., iPad®) will be reinforced on one occasion with 
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access to 30 s of reinforcement; and following the removal of the reinforcer (i.e., the 30 s 

reinforcement interval), the participant was required to use a different modality (i.e., 

switch depression) to obtain reinforcement.  Thus, occurrences of the first target mand 

topography (i.e., the mand used in the immediately preceding antecedent presentation) 

were not scored as variant or invariant.  However, contingent on the use of the second 

target mand topography, 30 s of access to the reinforcer will be provided if that mand 

topography differed from the preceding mand topography.  Following the 30 s 

reinforcement interval, the reinforcer was removed, the researcher presented the 

antecedent, and only occurrences of a novel mand topography were reinforced with 30 s 

access to the reinforcer; occurrences of a mand topography identical to the preceding 

mand topography were ignored.  For example, if a participant first used the Big Mack 

Communicator ® to mand for a reinforcer, on the following presentation of the 

antecedent (i.e., presentation of either work or preferred stimuli) the participant was 

required to use a variant form of communication to access reinforcement.  All 

occurrences of challenging behavior were ignored.  Sessions were 5 min in length.     
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Chapter 4: Results 

 This chapter discusses the results for each phase of this study for each participant.  

First, the results of the functional analyses (FA) are presented for each participant.  

Second, the results of the mand topography assessments are presented along with a 

description of the findings for each participant.  Last to be presented are the results of the 

lag comparison evaluation for each participant.   

PHASE 1: FUNCTIONAL ANALYSES 

Figure 1 displays the results for all of the participants’ functional analyses.  For 

Tyler, latencies to challenging behavior were 290 s, 4 s, 6 s, 3 s and 7 s respectively 

during the tangible condition as compared to an average of 300 s during the control 

condition.  These findings suggested that Tyler’s challenging behavior was likely 

maintained by access to preferred activities.  In addition, Tyler demonstrated challenging 

behavior during the escape condition.  Latencies to challenging behavior were 19 s, 260s 

and 29 s respectively.  However, in comparison to the control condition, the tangible 

condition produced the shortest latencies to challenging behavior.  A brief contingency 

reversal phase was conducted and latencies to manding were measured.  For Tyler, the 

manding response during the contingency reversal phase was activation of the iPad® 

loaded with Proloquo2go™.   Latencies to communicative responding using the iPad® as 

a speech generating device were 2 s and 2 s.  

Fred’s latencies to challenging behavior during escape were 7 s, 3 s, 34 s, and 13 

s. Zero occurrences of challenging behavior were observed during the attention, tangible, 

and control conditions.  A brief contingency reversal phase was conducted and latencies 
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to manding were measured.  For Fred, the manding response during the contingency 

reversal phase was card exchange.  Latencies to communicative responding using card 

exchange were 8 s and 1 s. 

Using a multi-element design, escape, attention, and tangible FA conditions were 

assessed to identify the function of challenging behavior for John.  Elevated levels of 

challenging behavior were observed during the tangible condition (M = 0.4 responses per 

minute; RPM) as compared to the control condition (M = 0.1 RPM).  During the attention 

condition, low rates of challenging behavior were observed (M = 0. 1 RPM), and zero 

occurrences of challenging behavior were observed during the escape condition.  To rule 

out the possibility of an automatic function, a series of alone conditions were assessed 

and zero occurrences of challenging behavior were observed. 
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Figure 1: Functional Analysis Results for Tyler, Fred, and John 
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PHASE 2: MAND MODALITY ASSESSMENTS 

 
 Following functional analyses, a mand topography assessment (MTA) was 

conducted for each participant to evaluate the level of independence demonstrated with 

given communicative modalities.  Figure 2 shows the results of the MTA for each 

participant.  For all participants, the following three mand topographies were assessed: 

iPad®, Big Mack communicator®, and card exchange. For John, vocal mands were also 

included.  

 The top panel of Figure 2 displays the results of Tyler’s MTA. Tyler 

independently manded with the iPad mini® loaded with Proloquo2go™ and the Big 

Mack Communicator® without prompting.  Tyler required a verbal prompt for 10% of 

the trials presented using card exchange.  Tyler manded in the absence of any prompts for 

the remaining 90% of these trials. 

 The middle panel of Figure 2 displays the results of Fred’s MTA.  Fred 

independently manded with the iPad mini ® loaded with Proloquo2go™ and the Big 

Mack Communicator® with 100% efficiency.  Fred required verbal prompting for 30% 

of the trials presented using card exchange.  Fred manded in the absence of any prompts 

for the remaining 70% of the trials. 

 The bottom panel of Figure 2 displays the results of John’s MTA.  Varying levels 

of prompting were required for each of the mand modalities reinforced.  A verbal prompt 

was required for 40% of the trials presented with the iPad mini® loaded with 

Proloquo2go™.  A verbal prompt for 10% of the trials using the Big Mac 

Communicator® was required and a verbal prompt was required for 40% of the trials 
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using picture exchange.  A verbal prompt was required for 10% of trials and a model 

prompt for 10% of trials using the vocal response.  John demonstrated independence (i.e., 

no prompting) for the remaining 60%, 90%, and 80% of the trials respectively. 
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Figure 2: Mand Topography Assessment Results 
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PHASE 3: LAG SCHEDULE EVALUATION 

 
Following the MTA, the lag schedule evaluation was conducted for each 

participant.  The purpose of the lag schedule evaluation was to compare variant 

communicative responding during lag 0 versus Lag 1 reinforcement schedules. Figures 3, 

4, and 5 displays the results for the lag schedule evaluation for Tyler, Fred, and John 

respectively.  

Tyler 

Figure 3 presents the results of the lag schedule evaluation for Tyler.  During 

baseline, elevated levels of challenging behavior were observed (M = 0.6 RPM) as 

compared to the Lag 0 phases (M = 0.2 RPM) and Lag 1 schedule conditions (M = 0.08 

RPM).  During the Lag 0 condition, low rates of variant responding were observed (M = 

0.06 RPM) as compared to those observed during the Lag 1 condition where higher levels 

of variant responding were observed (M = 1.7 RPM).  During Lag 0 conditions, high 

rates of invariant responding (M = 1.72 RPM) were observed as compared to the Lag 1 

condition where low rates of invariant responding were observed (M = 0.8 RPM).  Figure 

6 presents the data for comparisons of variant versus invariant responding across Lag 0 

and Lag 1 conditions for Tyler.  
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Figure 4 presents the results of the lag schedule evaluation for Fred.  During 

baseline, elevated levels of challenging behavior occurred during all escape sessions (M = 

2.0 RPM). Challenging behaviors during the lag evaluation were only observed during 

Lag 0 conditions and occurred at low rates (M = 0.2 RPM) as compared to baseline.   

During the Lag 0 condition, low rates of variant responding were observed (M =  

0.2 RPM) as compared to those observed during the Lag 1 condition ( M = 1.75 RPM).  

During the Lag 0 condition, high rates of invariant responding were observed (M = 1.77) 

compared to the rates observed during the Lag 1 condition (M = .78).  Figure 6 presents 

the data for comparison of variant and invariant responding across Lag 0 and Lag 1 

conditions for Fred. 
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John 

Figure 5 presents the results of the lag schedule evaluation for John.  During 

baseline, elevated levels of challenging behavior were observed (M = 0.92 RPM).  

Challenging behaviors were not observed during any lag conditions. (M = 0.0 RPM).   

During Lag 0 conditions, low rates of variant responding were observed (M = 

0.23 RPM) as compared to Lag 1 condition (M= 1.63 RPM).   During the Lag 0 

condition, high rates of invariant responding were observed (M = 1.75) compared to 

lowered rates observed during the Lag 1 condition (M = 0.41 RPM).  Figure 6 presents 

the data for comparison of variant and invariant responding across Lag 0 and Lag 1 

conditions for John. 
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Figure 

6: Variant and Invariant Comparisons per Lag Schedules 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of various lag schedules of 

reinforcement on mand topography variability.  To demonstrate this effect, two lag 

schedules were compared and variant responses were evaluated.  Baseline levels of 

challenging behavior were measured and compared to levels of when schedules were 

implemented.  Results indicated that for all three participants, mand topography 

variability was influenced by varying lag schedules of reinforcement.  This study further 

demonstrated that embedding lag schedules in a functional communication training 

(FCT) package systematically decreased challenging behavior. 

During the lag evaluation, participants were presented with two speech generating 

devices (SGDs) and one card to be used for card exchange.  During the Lag 0 condition, 

mands for functional reinforcers (e.g., music, marker, or a break) identified via functional 

analyses were reinforced on a concurrent FR 1 schedule of reinforcement.  During the 

Lag 1 condition, mands were reinforced if the mand topography differed from the 

previously exhibited mand.   For example, if a participant manded by depressing the Big 

Mack communicator ® reinforcement was provided, contingent on the previously 

reinforced mand being different (e.g., a mand in the form of card exchange was 

previously reinforced during the response-reinforcer occurrence immediately preceding 

the Big Mack depression).  The first mand trial of each session was reinforced; however, 

these trials were not recorded as either variant or invariant responses.  Subsequent to the 

initial mand, reinforcement was contingent on mands that varied from the previous mand 

modality.   
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FINDINGS 

Functional Analyses 

Challenging behavior, for the purpose of this study, was operationally defined as 

disruptive behavior, aggression, or self-injury.  For two of the participants, challenging 

behavior was maintained by positive reinforcement (Tyler and John); and one 

participant’s challenging behavior was maintained by negative reinforcement (Fred).  

Examples of disruptive challenging behaviors included: loud vocalizations above 

conversation level and quick hand movements toward the face or neck of other people.  

Aggressive behavior was defined as forceful pulling of arms or other body parts, 

pinching, and hitting. Self-injury was defined as audible self-hits to the head or chest.  

These forms of challenging behavior can serve as communicative responses maintained 

by the presentation of preferred environmental stimuli (e.g., positive reinforcement; 

Sigafoos & Meikle, 1996) as well as the removal of aversive stimuli (e.g., negative 

reinforcement; Harding et al., 2009).   

To assess the function of challenging behavior, two forms of functional analyses 

were conducted: a functional analysis for John; and a brief, latency-based functional 

analysis for both Tyler and Fred.  Fred’s data indicated a clear escape function.  The 

consequence during the subsequent contingency reversal phase for Fred was termination 

of the work task presented.  Latency to the first mand during the contingency reversal 

was consistent with latency measures obtained during escape conditions of the functional 

analysis.  A replication of the escape condition was conducted and Fred again 

demonstrated challenging behavior.  
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Tyler’s data showed short latencies to challenging behavior in both escape and 

tangible conditions.  While shorter latencies were observed during the tangible condition, 

short latencies during the escape condition suggested that Tyler’s behavior was likely 

multiply maintained.  The opportunities for further evaluation of multiply maintained 

challenging behavior are discussed in the Future Research section of this paper.  The 

consequence during the subsequent contingency reversal phase for Tyler was access to 

identified tangible reinforcement.  Latency to the first mand during the contingency 

reversal was consistent with latency measures obtained during the tangible condition of 

the functional analysis.  A replication of the tangible condition was conducted and Tyler 

continued to demonstrate challenging behavior. 

For John, a functional analysis was conducted and identified a tangible function 

for challenging behavior.  Compared to the control condition, elevated levels of 

challenging behaviors were observed during the tangible condition.  Zero occurrences of 

challenging behavior were observed during the escape and alone conditions, and only 

three occurrences were observed during the attention condition. 

Mand Topography Assessments 
 
 A mand topography assessment (MTA) was administered following the functional 

analysis for each participant.  Each MTA evaluated the level of independence participants 

had with specific mand modalities.  During the MTA participants were presented with 10 

trials per mand modality.  During each of the 10 trials, participants manded for 

reinforcers identified during the functional analyses.  A three-step prompting procedure  

(i.e., vocal, gesture, physical) was used absent independent responding.  Mand modalities 
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consistent with current FCT literature were assessed (i.e., card exchange, speech 

generating devices, and vocal mands).  For Tyler and Fred, similar levels of vocal 

prompting were observed during the card exchange modality assessment.  Independent 

responding was observed for the other modalities assessed.  For John, all modalities 

assessed required some level of prompting.  

Lag Schedule Evaluation 
 
 Similar clear and consistent findings were observed for all three participants in 

this study during the lag schedule evaluations.  During baseline conditions, elevated 

levels of challenging behavior were observed for all participants.  All participants were 

then exposed to the Lag 0 condition and this produced low rates of challenging behavior 

and variant responding; and high rates of invariant responding.  Participants were then 

exposed to the Lag 1 condition and increased rates of variant responding and low rates of 

invariant responding were consistently observed.  The ABCBCAC experimental design 

implemented across all participants to allowed for a clear demonstration of functional 

control of the level of lag schedule on variant responding as evidenced by consistent 

within and between participant patterns of responding.  

IMPLICATIONS: LAG SCHEDULES 
 
 The results of this study extended the literature of lag schedules.  Extensions of 

the current literature base can be categorized in two general ways: a translation of basic 

research findings and a novel application of the use of lag schedules in the applied 
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setting.  Further, this study extends FCT literature by embedding lag schedules in FCT 

treatment packages thereby reinforcing multiple mand topographies.  

Basic/Translational Implications 
 
 The current study extends and supports a body of research that has been present in 

the basic literature for several decades.  Research in the basic literature has set the 

parameters for the use of lag schedules to increase operant variability.  Lag schedules 

have been successfully used to increase variant lever pressing and wire pulling behaviors 

in rats (Schoenfeld, Harris & Farmer, 1966; Morgan & Neuringer, 1990) as well as to 

increase variability of key pecking demonstrated by pigeons (Page and Neuringer, 1985).  

Page and Neuringer increased the schedule of reinforcement to a Lag 50 and closely 

examined at what point lag schedule requirements evoke the highest levels of behavioral 

variability.  Data showed that higher lag requirements provided greater resiliency to 

stereotyped responding as compared to lower lag requirements.  Morgan and Neuringer 

(1990) looked at variability of response topography under a lag schedule of reinforcement 

and found that response topography effects response variability.  To that effect, rats 

demonstrated greater variability of wire pulling to receive food pellets as compared to 

variability of lever pressing to receive food pellets (i.e., response topography influenced 

response variability).   

 The current study supports basic findings by further demonstrating increased 

variability based on lag requirements as seen with Page and Neuringer (1985).  For all 

participants, increasing lag requirements resulted in increased variant responding.  

Additionally, response topography influenced response variability as demonstrated by 
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Morgan and Neuringer, (1990).  For John, the addition of vocal manding offered an 

opportunity for increased response variability by increasing the number of targeted 

response options.  For Tyler and Fred, increasing the lag requirement also increased 

variant responding; however, the set of responses were less variable than was observed of 

John.   

 It is important to understand the parameters set forth by the basic literature and 

how those findings can influence the intervention methodology to reduce a problematic 

core feature of ASD: repetitive, restrictive responding.  The findings from the basic 

literature have provided a framework for addressing invariant responding demonstrated 

by individuals with ASD and other developmental disabilities.  An inherent quality of the 

lag schedule is to reinforce variant responding.  Currently, a budding body of applied 

literature has used this methodology and results are promising.  Prior to the introduction 

of lag schedules, extinction induced variability was observed.  However, extinction 

induced variability may occasion problematic response class members (i.e., challenging 

behavior, Volkert, et al., 2009; Lieving, Hagopian, Long & O’Connor, 2004).    

Applied Implications 
 
 The results of the present study suggest that lag schedules of reinforcement can 

influence variant responding.  These findings support the findings of the literature 

reviewed in Chapter 2.  Lee, McComas, & Jawor (2002), Cammilleri & Hanley (2005), 

Lee and Sturmey (2007), Esch, Esch & Love (2009), Napolitano et al., (2010), Heldt and 

Schlinger (2012) and Susa and Schlinger (2012) each evaluated the effects of lag 

schedules on increasing operant variability and found effects similar to those reported in 
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this study.  Of these studies, five examined vocal responses (i.e., Lee et al.,, 2002; Lee & 

Sturmey, 2006; Esch et al.,, 2009; Heldt & Schlinger, 2012, and Susa and Schlinger , 

2012); one examined activity selection (Cammilleri & Hanley, 2005), and one examined 

block structure variation (Napolitano et al., 2010).   

Across the seven applied lag studies reviewed, three used a reversal design to 

demonstrate experimental control (Cammilleri & Hanley, 2005; Lee & Sturmey, 2006; 

and Napolitano et al., 2010).   With the exception of Lee & Sturmey (2006), where the 

data reported increased variant responding for two of the three participants; data showed 

that for all participants, response variability increased under a Lag 1 condition.  Using a 

similar experimental design, the results of the present study a) replicate the findings these 

studies and b) extend previous findings by demonstrating a novel use of lag schedules: to 

increase mand topography variability.   

For all three participants in the present study, the results showed increased mand 

topography variability under the Lag 1 condition compared to the Lag 0 (concurrent FR 

1) condition.  The responses that increased in terms of variability were vocal mands, 

switch depression, card exchange and the use of an iPad® as an SGD.  These preliminary 

findings replicate current literature by demonstrating the effectiveness of lag schedules to 

produce variant responding.  However, unique to this study was the use of lag schedules 

to increase variability across mand topographies.  After the functions of challenging 

behavior were determined using functional analyses and independent use of specific 

mand topographies was assessed; lag schedules were compared.   
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Napolitano et al., (2010) showed that a Lag 1 schedule of reinforcement 

effectively increased variability of response topographies in the form of the use of toy 

blocks.  At the time the present study was completed, the study conducted by Napolitano 

et al., was the only empirical demonstration of increased topographical variability using a 

lag schedule of reinforcement in the applied literature.  The present study replicated the 

findings by Napolitano et al., by also effectively demonstrating the use of lag schedules 

to increase topographical variability.   However, for two of the three participants in 

Napolitano et al., baseline levels of responding were not demonstrated during a reversal 

phase.  In contrast, the results of this study demonstrate low rates of variant responding 

during all reversals to the Lag 0 condition for all participants.  Further demonstrations of 

a reversal effect under Lag 0 conditions are necessary for the demonstration of functional 

control (i.e., experimental control) and were observed in the present study.     

Functional communication training 

 FCT as defined by Carr and Durand (1985) is the process of replacing challenging 

behaviors (e.g., aggression, self-injurious, and disruptive) with functionally equivalent 

replacement behaviors (e.g., accessing an augmentative alternative communication 

device, vocalizing, or using picture exchange).   FCT is an individualized treatment 

approach where reinforcers are identified for specified responses, a specific mand 

modality is prescribed, the communicative response is shaped, ancillary treatment 

components are added as necessary, and programmed generalization instruction is 

targeted (Kurtz et al., 2011).   
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 This study extends the current FCT literature by providing an ancillary 

component that can be embedded into a FCT treatment package.  It has been well 

established that FCT can successfully treat challenging behavior.  However, with few 

exceptions (e.g., Falcomata, Ringdahl, Christensen, & Boelter, 2010; Richman, Wacker, 

& Winborn, 2001; Winborn, Wacker, Richman, Asmus, & Geier,  2002) one mand 

modality is typically targeted during FCT.  Additionally, the efficacy of FCT 

interventions can be tested when appropriate responses are placed on extinction (Volkert, 

Lerman, Call & Trosclair-Lasserre, 2009).  According to Maedan, Halle, Ostrosky, and 

DeStefano (2008), individuals with impaired expressive communication delays are more 

likely to experience communication breakdown. Further, these individuals are also more 

likely to engage in prelinguistic responses (e.g,, tantrums) when breakdown occurs.  

Sigafoos et al., (2004) reported that individuals benefit from being taught an alternative 

form of communication to repair communication breakdown.  The results of the present 

study provide a potentially important addition to an FCT intervention. Particularly, as 

shown in this study, lag schedules can increase variant responding thus potentially 

inoculating against some of the potential problems (e.g., lapses in treatment integrity) that 

may occur with FCT.   

 Lag FCT interventions may also have other potential advantages.  For example, in 

applied settings, everyday application of FCT may not always adhere to strict protocol.  

Parents or care staff may not implement the treatment with great accuracy on all 

occasions.  Such failures in treatment adherence might produce resurgence of challenging 

behavior (e.g., Volkert et al., 2009) and may ultimately result in the abandonment of the 
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treatment.  When such lapses in treatment integrity occur it would be optimal for 

individuals to possess alternative appropriate responses to access desired consequences 

rather than reverting to challenging behavior.  Thus, lag FCT may produce a more 

durable intervention in applied settings.  A related reason for communication breakdown 

might occur when persons encounter a novel social context with listeners who might be 

naïve to their preferred modality of communication.  This situation would predict 

communication breakdown.  Again, it would be preferable in such situations that the 

person possess multiple, functionally equivalent communication topographies and was 

predisposed to emit the appropriate topographies to access reinforcement instead of 

reverting to challenging behavior.  In essence, FCT lag schedule interventions might 

protect against resurgence of challenging behavior by equipping the participant with 

multiple appropriate responses and the skills to scroll through multiple responses during 

communication breakdown.      

LIMITATIONS 

 This study was a preliminary demonstration of the use of lag schedules to increase 

variation responding in mand topographies in three individuals with autism.  While the 

veracity of the data provide clear evidence of an effect, several limitations are critical to 

consider when interpreting these data.  First, the homogeneity of the three participants 

makes generalization of the results to other populations difficult.  It is important for 

future studies to evaluate the extent to which this type of intervention can affect variant 

communicative responding with individuals with other types of developmental 

disabilities, other individuals with autism diagnoses, as well as other populations.   
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 Second, we did not assess generalization or maintenance.  Without these data, the 

durability of the effect cannot be determined.  It is important to rigorously evaluate the 

utility of this intervention across environments, people, and contexts to increase the 

robustness of the treatment package.  Because this was a preliminary investigation, the 

primary question was whether or not data would reflect an influence of lag schedules on 

variant mand topography responding.  However, it is critical that future studies examine 

this phenomenon in more naturalistic settings and situations. Teacher interview stated, 

and data implicated, that Tyler, specifically, was more likely to engage in challenging 

behavior when peers were present.  During his lag schedule evaluation, a “spike” in 

behavior occurred when peers briefly came into the room.  Evaluating the use of the lag 

schedule when other motivation operations are present is critical.  

 Third, consistent with current studies evaluating lag schedules, caution has to be 

taken not to inadvertently shape higher order stereotypy.  On a Lag 1 schedule of 

reinforcement, the requirement is that for a response to contact reinforcement, it must 

vary from the previous response.  That is, it would be possible for an individual to rotate 

between two responses and successfully meet the reinforcement requirement.  Unlike 

other lag evaluations, this study evaluated mand topographies.  Unless an individual 

rotated between two inefficient mand topographies (e.g., unintelligible vocalization and 

depression of improperly programmed Big Mack Communicator®) it is not problematic 

to rotate between two mand topographies.  However, given the reliance of high tech 

devices used in this study, it is important to target a mand modality that would be 
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considered unaided (i.e., manual sign or vocal approximation) in the event the technology 

become incapacitated (e.g., dead batteries or dropped device). 

FUTURE STUDIES 

  The current results suggest several potential avenues of future research.  First and 

foremost, the findings of this study need to be replicated.  The Task Force on Promotion 

and Dissemination of Psychological Procedures (1995) outline criteria for single-case 

design studies to be considered “well-established or probably efficacious” treatments.  

Due to the promising results of this study, it is critical that  replications of the study be 

conducted to increase the veracity of the findings.  When replication has occurred, it is 

important to extend these findings to other areas. 

Second, future studies should evaluate whether these findings generalize to a 

variety of contexts, people, and stimuli.  Future studies should evaluate the veracity of lag 

schedules when implemented by teachers or caregivers.  Demonstrations of stimulus 

generalization as well as response generalization is also imperative to conclude that this 

is, in fact, a robust intervention.  It is necessary to evaluate lag schedules when study 

conditions emulate the natural environment.   

Another viable option for future research is to establish the use of lag schedules 

embedded in FCT treatment packages as an intervention strategy to address multiply 

maintained challenging behavior.   Sigafoos and Meikle (1996) found that teaching 

functionally equivalent mands for two types of positive reinforcement (toys and 

attention) successfully treated challenging behavior.  In the present study, Tyler 

demonstrated elevated levels of challenging behavior in two of the functional analysis 
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test conditions.  While the purpose of this study was to demonstrate experimental control 

by showing a difference between variability in responding when specific lag schedules 

were in place, a more robust intervention for Tyler may have been to demonstrate the 

same effect across multiple functions.  Future studies should look specifically at more 

complex clinical issues, such as multiply maintained topographies of behavior, to see if 

similar results are found.  

Finally, future research may be the evaluation of the effect training multiple 

socially appropriate, communicative response class members on resiliency to resurgence 

of challenging behavior.  In the present study, reinforcement was contingent on either a 

Lag 0 or Lag 1 schedule.  This study did not further evaluate beyond a Lag 1 schedule 

meaning that we cannot determine whether or not resurgence of challenging behavior 

may be demonstrated if the lag requirement are increased.  Future studies should evaluate 

how increasing lag requirements may affect communication breakdown.  To that effect, 

there may be a breaking point where the lag requirements are too stringent and 

challenging behavior resurges.  Further evaluation is necessary to test these lag schedule 

contingencies to see if similar resurgence patterns may be observed as reported by 

Volkert et al., (2009).  

SUMMARY 

 The purpose of this study was to determine if lag schedules of reinforcement 

could affect variations of mand topographies.  The results clearly demonstrated increased 

variant mand topographies contingent on the implantation of a Lag 1 schedule as well as 

reductions in challenging behavior across all intervention phases.  These findings extend 
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current empirical findings and provide another treatment option to address a core 

symptom of ASD: repetitive, restrictive responding.  This study provides a sound 

platform from which multiple lines of research may be initiated. While the results are 

promising, data should be interpreted with caution.  Future research is needed to conclude 

that this as a well established intervention strategy.   
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Appendix B 
Code Book 

Publication 
• Setting 

1=Public school 
2=Private school 
3= Residential facility  
4= Day trt clinic  
5= Unknown 

• Subjects 
• N= 
• Age 
• Gender: M=Males; F=Females 

• Diagnosis 
1. Autism 
2. Developmental Disability 
3. Intellectual disability (formerly mentally retarded) 
4. Unknown 

• Instructional Method 
1. Functional Communication Training=verbal/vocal response 
2. Time-delay 
3. FCT =AAC/SGD 
4. Interruption re-present 
5. EIV 
6. Mix 
7. DTT 

• Target responses 
1. Vocal variability 
2. Play topography variability 
3. Mand topographies 
4. Other/define 

• Procedural reliability reported 
1. Yes 
2. No 

• Results 
1. Positive (all participants acquired new skill set) 
2. Negative (no participants acquired new skill set) 
3. Mixed (some participants)  
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